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Adductomics is a transformative biomedical research tool that uses an "omic" approach to characterize and quantify

exogenous and endogenous reactive compounds to which an individual is exposed; the use of compound-specific adduct

biomarkers. Exposure to chemicals is generally driven by a variety of factors such as environment, genetics and lifestyle,

which are characterized by a high level of interpersonal variability and contain a life element that makes it unique to each

individual.
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1. Wstęp

Adductomics has become the most significant technique in recent times and is one of the rapidly developing disciplines

that has the potential to radically change the toxicology research landscape. It's probably time for adductomics to join the

elite club of words like genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. Although the term adductomics first appeared in a

journal published in 2006 [ 1 ], it is now used in almost all areas of toxicological research. Adductomics is a transformative

biomedical research tool that uses an "omic" approach to characterize and quantify exogenous and endogenous reactive

compounds to which an individual is exposed;the use of compound-specific adduct biomarkers. Exposure to chemicals is

generally driven by a variety of factors such as environment, genetics and lifestyle, which are characterized by a high level

of interpersonal variability and contain a life element that makes it unique to each individual.

Adductomics focuses mainly on the study of adducts resulting from covalent modifications that are naturally irreversible

with bio-macromolecules by exogenous or endogenous reactive electrophilic compounds. The reactive compounds

interact with nucleophilic hot spots (electrophile susceptible sites) present in DNA, lipids, proteins, RNA and other

macromolecules, leading to adduct formation (as shown in Figure 1 ). Biomonitoring of reactive metabolites regardless of



their origin, whether exogenous or endogenous, is challenging due to their short in vivo lifetime, and adductomics has

provided a unique opportunity to detect covalent adducts that are relatively stable and long-lived.Adductomy research

makes extensive use of two approaches (1) targeted and (2) non-targeted; The first method focuses on the detection of

specific adducts after exposure to specific chemical agents, and the later category aims to characterize all adducts by

covalent bonds [ 2 , 3 ].

In some cases, natural chemicals do not bind directly to biological molecules, forming adducts, however, transformation

into reactive metabolites occurs through metabolic enzymes such as cytochrome P450 systems, and the reactive

metabolites formed may bind to protein, RNA and DNA [ 4 ]. , 5 ]. Reactive electrophiles generated from covalent

genotoxic bonds with DNA can occur through several mechanisms: (1) arylamation [ 6 ], (2) alkylation [ 7 ], (3)

development of bis-electrophilic cross-linking [ 8 ] and (4) adducts with highly reactive intermediates produced by lipid

peroxidation [ 9 , 10, 11 ] or reactive oxygen species. The type and nature of the DNA adducts formed is usually

dependent on many factors such as the chemical structure of the reactive chemicals, the ability of the chemical to

intercalate with DNA, and the nature of the electrophiles. Evidence for aflatoxin, tobacco specific nitrosamine (NNK),

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (B [a] P), heterocyclic aromatic amine and other exogenous toxins create a different

type of DNA adduct due to their different structural and chemical properties [ 12 ]. The formation of adducts may have a

significant impact on the biological system and lead to harmful health complications [ 13] such as diabetes,

neurodegenerative diseases, autoimmune diseases, cancer, birth defects [ 14 ] and cardiovascular diseases

[ 15 ]. Understanding chemically induced adducts with adductomics may be essential to gain better insight into these

diseases and provide new information on effective drug development. Adductomics can have a variety of practical

applications in various fields, and its role is obvious (1) disease prognosis, (2) environmental health assessment [ 14 ], (3)

development of personalized and precise medicine [ 16 ], (4) biomarker detection for various chemical exposures

[ 17 , 18 ,19 ]. Measurement of DNA adducts resulting from exposure to a potential carcinogen in target organs is one of

the basic methods of assessing the genotoxic potential of a chemical and serves as the most advanced method for

determining the genotoxicity potential of a chemical. In addition, adductomics also identifies the underlying risk factors for

pathogenesis and the underlying molecular mechanisms of chemically induced toxicity. The adductomics data would also

serve as a guide for regulatory agencies and enable other stakeholders to take preventive measures against exposure to

a toxic chemical.

Rapid refinement of methods and tools for the identification and quantification of adducts has made adductomics one of

the most promising toxicological disciplines. Tissue sampling and sample preparation is one of the key factors in the

detection of various adducts. Recent scientific advances and increased precision of the methods of detection and

preparation of samples allow for their non-invasive sampling and the use of body fluids (blood plasma or serum,

urine). liquid biopsy. The use of non-invasive methods such as liquid sampling provides various advantages such as 1)

samples can be taken at different time intervals without causing great discomfort to patients 2) easy to collect and store 3)

easy to transport. twenty]. Among the tools, a widely used and appropriate method for the qualitative and quantitative

evaluation of adduct formation, including the identification of covalent conjugate sites in bionucleophiles, is high resolution

mass spectrometry (HRMS). The fragmentation pattern in mass spectrometry is used to identify different types of adducts,

and a notable aspect regarding DNA and RNA adducts is the near-universal loss of ribose and deoxyribose from the

parent molecule giving characteristic peaks at (M + H-116) + and (M + H− 132) + respectively [ 20 , 21 ]. On the other

hand, unknown protein adducts are identified by comparing the spectral data of the tested adducts with the reference

adduct ( Figure 2 ).First, reference adducts should be synthesized assuming a specific electrophile, and then they will be

matched with new adducts being the subject of further research. By adding the proposed electrophilic precursors to

plasma or whole blood / lysate, reference adducts can be generated and fragmented using LC-MS. The synthetic adducts

will then be further compared to new or unidentified adducts with m / z precursor ions, also examining fragmentation

patterns and retention times. Moreover, this approach also contributes to the generation of an extensive database of

reference protein adducts, thanks to which the identification of unknown protein adducts becomes much easier [ 22 ].

2. Application of adductomics

Adductomics is used in the assessment of pollutants and provides information on their toxic effects on biological systems

that signal environmental health. For example, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), a toxic pollutant, are a group of

structurally similar hydrocarbons released into the atmosphere as a result of incomplete combustion of organic matter,

tobacco smoke, urban air pollution and car exhaust emissions [ 29 ]. PAHs can adducts with DNA via reactive

intermediates when they are activated with cytochrome P-450 systems, which makes them highly carcinogenic

[ 30]. ].One such reactive electrophilic form formed by CYP 1A1 and CYP 1B1 is the PAH-dihydrodiol epoxide, which can

react with exocyclic groups present in nucleotides, such as guanine, adenine and cytosine present in DNA [ 31 ]. Similarly,

many PAH-DNA adducts are formed with other reactive intermediates in individuals exposed to PAH, and the formed DNA



adducts are examined by 32P-Post and LC-MS labeling [ 30 ]. Simultaneous assessment of the entire pool of PAH-DNA

adducts in individuals provides us with a comprehensive exposure profile and facilitates a better understanding of the

basic mechanistic pathways [ 32]. ].Another study established the relationship between the formation of PAH-DNA

adducts in air pollution in exposed mothers and newborns in Poland, which can be seen in the dose-response curve,

which showed a proportional increase in the number of DNA adducts with the degree of air pollution [ 33 ]. In the

Mediterranean population, high-volume adducts are correlated with environmental pollution by ozone, which contributes to

the formation of photochemical smog [ 34 ]. Hylland et al. [ 35 ] used DNA adducts as a distinctive biomarker to study the

degree of contamination at various locations in the North East Atlantic region near the coast and at sea.The adduct as a

biomarker (DNA adduct) alerts exposure to risk by providing early warning information and helping to improve aquatic

hazard assessment and ecological risk assessment [ 36] ]. It was also revealed that DNA adducts (PAH-DNA adducts)

would also help determine the biologically effective dose of PAH exposure, informing about the presence and extent of

environmental contamination and its relationship to cancer development. PAHs are ubiquitous and their presence in oil

and gas mixtures contaminates the aquatic ecosystem during oil and gas exploration. The detection of PAH-DNA adducts

may also serve as potential biomarkers of environmental contamination and genotoxicity studies in aquatic organisms

[ 37 ].In addition, several reports have shown evidence of the effects of crude oil and production gas on DNA adduct

formation in marine organisms both in laboratory animals and in vivo following large oil spills [ 38 , 39 , 40 ].

Moreover, the detection of oxaplatin-induced DNA adducts in colorectal cancer patients with FOLFOX (a combination drug

therapy containing folinic acid, fluorouracil and oxaliplatin) will help to design and optimize better treatment strategies for

cancer patients. After FOLFAX treatment, the detected oxaplatin-DNA adducts in PBMCs were proportional to tumor

reduction, making Drug-DNA adducts a potential biomarker in cancer treatment [ 50 ].

DNA adducts are physical complexes formed with DNA as a result of the interaction of reactive chemical species with

DNA, and the detection of these adducts would serve as potential markers to determine a "biologically effective dose" for

the presence of carcinogens in tobacco smoke and could help to better monitor the health of smokers. Several studies

have shown that exposure to tobacco smoke can potentially induce DNA adduct formation in in vivo studies and have

shown a positive correlation with carcinogenesis. In addition, the detection of DNA adducts can also provide a

comprehensive measurement of exposure to carcinogens, also in cancer risk assessment and prediction.Several clinical

and epidemiological studies have established an association between increased levels of DNA adducts and the likelihood

of developing tobacco-related cancers such as lung, head, neck and bladder cancer [ 52 , 53 ]. While the DNA adduct

profile provides exposure images, DNA adduct loading assesses the risk of carcinogenesis. The induction of DNA adducts

in blood lymphocytes is also believed to be associated with the development of head and neck cancer.However, the dose-

response relationship between smoking and DNA adducts in exposed organs is not fully characterized and in fact the

relationship is complicated due to inconsistencies in epidemiological studies and a genetic polymorphism (in carcinogen

metabolism (e.g. GSTP1) and DNA repair (e.g. XRCC1)) is the root cause. In early-stage tumors of tobacco

carcinogenesis induced by p53 mutations and DNA adducts, it was observed that levels of DNA adducts were correlated

with somatic changes (eg 3p21 LOH) [ 69 ].

Rating genetic toxicity has a high priority in managing safety risks during the development of new chemical compounds

and it does so by assessing the carcinogenicity and mutagenicity of the chemical, thus helping in the hazard identification

and risk characteristics of chemical agents [ 97 , 98 ]. Traditionally potential genotoxicity, carcinogenicity, and mutagenicity

of chemical is evaluated by the Ames test, a test, micronucleus test and the chromosomal [ 99 , 100 ].However, the

challenge with these in vitro methods is the high false-positive rate that requires the development of new methodologies

and pathway-based understanding of toxicity, which can provide a more accurate picture of DNA damage that can directly

detect DNA modifications and DNA damage at the molecular level [ 101 , 102 , 103 ]. Here, DNA adductomics turns out to

be a potential candidate for a methodology that could comprehensively study DNA damage through direct molecular

detection through the identification and quantification of DNA adducts [ 104 , 105 , 106 ].The micronucleus test is one of

the widely used in vitro tests to assess DNA damage, but is currently supplemented by DNA adductomy to address the

error due to false-positive test results, confirming the role of DNA adductomics in other in vitro genotoxicity assessment

[ 107 , 108 ].

3. Other Applications

In addition to the above, other uses of adductomics are summarized in Table 1 below along with publication titles along

with novel uses of adductomics:



4. Current challenges and prospects for the future

Advances in diagnostic tools and the emergence of new technologies have given rise to the use of

adductomics. However, there are still challenges that need to be overcome in order to fully exploit the potential of

adductomics in the toxicological and environmental assessment of chemicals. While data-driven and data-independent

extraction methods (in untargeted "omics") have been developed to test multiple adducts simultaneously, obstacles to

data processing need to be addressed to get an accurate picture of toxic substances [ 104]. ]. The low frequency of DNA

adducts in the sample pool also poses a serious challenge to current software in a realistic assessment that uses

common data acquisition methods.This is the need for the continuation of data processing software and the improvement

of algorithms for detecting adducts, even at low concentrations, which are critical to understanding pathogenesis

[ 143] ]. There are a number of improvements in sample preparation and purification regarding the detection of hydrophilic

adducts. Moreover, incomplete enzymatic hydrolysis does not generate and observe certain types of DNA adducts,

requiring a comprehensive evaluation of the advantages and disadvantages of several enzymes in terms of DNA

hydrolysis and their optimal use.In adducts with molecular weights below 70 KDa there are few probable structures and

their identification is not troublesome, while in adducts with higher molecular weights their characterization is extremely

difficult due to extended possibilities and amplified permutations; this is a matter of concern even if we could make

accurate mass measurements and generate ion fragmentation spectra. This handicap can be overcome by creating an

adduct database that would provide ready-made information about adducts;Unfortunately, there is no specific database

for adductomics, although hundreds of DNA adducts are characterized every day around the world, the creation of such a

database requires a thorough literature search of molecular formulas of already characterized adducts. Fragmentation

spectra generated from both ion trap and quadrupole-type fragmentation at the MS2 and MS3 levels, demonstrated at

different collision energies, would be useful if compiled and integrated into a database. Currently, databases such as

Search for Species Data by Molecular Weight provided by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technologies) [there

is no specific database for adductomics, although hundreds of DNA adducts are characterized every day all over the

world, the creation of such a database requires a thorough literature search of molecular formulas of already

characterized adducts. Fragmentation spectra generated from both ion trap and quadrupole-type fragmentation at the

MS2 and MS3 levels, demonstrated at different collision energies, would be useful if compiled and integrated into a

database. Currently, databases such as Search for Species Data by Molecular Weight provided by NIST (National

Institute of Standards and Technologies) [there is no specific database for adductomics, although hundreds of DNA

adducts are characterized every day all over the world, the creation of such a database requires a thorough literature

search of molecular formulas of already characterized adducts. Fragmentation spectra generated from both ion trap and

quadrupole-type fragmentation at the MS2 and MS3 levels, demonstrated at different collision energies, would be useful if

compiled and integrated into a database. Currently, databases such as Search for Species Data by Molecular Weight

provided by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technologies) [Fragmentation spectra generated from both ion trap

and quadrupole-type fragmentation at the MS2 and MS3 levels, demonstrated at different collision energies, would be

useful if compiled and integrated into a database. Currently, databases such as Search for Species Data by Molecular

Weight provided by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technologies) [ Fragmentation spectra generated from both

ion trap and quadrupole-type fragmentation at MS2 and MS3 levels, shown at different collision energies, would be useful

if compiled and integrated with the database. Currently, databases such as Search for Species Data by Molecular Weight

provided by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technologies) [ 146], UNIMOD [ 147 ],

Human Metabolome Database [ 142 ], Toxic Exposure Database [ 143 ], Exposome- Explorer Database [ 144] ] find use in

adductomics. However, the above-mentioned databases are not adductomics specific, which requires the creation of a

dedicated database that can facilitate easy identification of unknown adducts. There is a need to develop a more robust

and simple technology to further refine sampling, as suggested above, a more focused approach to non-invasive liquid

sampling, optimization of sample preparation methods is required that can give precise and reproducible results.Current

analytical techniques are very time consuming and expensive to test samples, and further development of cost effective

analytical techniques could further enhance the applications of adductomics in biomedical research.

The entry is from 10.3390/ijms221810141
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